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Poll question 1
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A

B

C

D

E

Already returned more people to physical work
environments and is now focusing on keeping them safe

Completed planning but hasn’t substantively moved
people back yet

Started planning but still has more work to do before
it will bring people back

Not started planning yet

Decided to stay as is/remain mainly remote

With recent easing of government restrictions to on-site work, has your organization:Q



Responding to COVID-19, a four-pillar framework to support a safe return to work
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Now: First Imperative
Slow the spread

Next Imperative
Reopen with restrictions

Beyond: Final Imperative
Reopen to full movement

Command
Center

Manage immediate
financial stability

Maintain commercial
viability of the business

Stabilize operational
disruption

Enabling the immediate need
for the physical return to work

Financial
stability

Commercial
resiliency

Operational
continuity

Workforce
Resilience



Workforce resilience: A safe transition and reimagining the future of work
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Consider principles and policy, assess risk
and develop comprehensive, prioritized
and sequenced plan to safely return.

Plan

Take actionable steps to assess who you
really need to be physically in the workplace,
at which time and at what risk.

Profile

Be deliberate about your desired workforce
experience. Use trusted intelligence
to keep your people safe and evidence
controls and impact.

Protect

Understand the behavioral impacts
of COVID-19 on customers habits —
and the resulting impacts this may
have on the market and how your
business needs to change to
manage them.

Understand

Innovate to overcome vulnerabilities,
or seize opportunities, in operations,
processes and technology. Accelerate
your digital HR strategy.

Innovate

Align operating model and operating
environment. Reset your brand through
actions that provide value to your
customers, employees, shareholders
and communities.

Action
Gear 2
Transformation

Reimagine the
work through a
future focused
transformation

Gear 1
Transition

Accelerate
transition to
a safe return

to work



Poll question 2
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A

B

C

D

E

Establishing principles and governance
of safe return

Ensuring site safety, including new occupancy
and seating plans

Deciding who should come back in the first
and subsequent waves

Engagement, collaboration and focus
alongside physical and mental wellbeing

Timely communication of new workplace
expectations

Which activities are you focusing on now to install a safe return to work environment?Q



Workforce resilience: A safe return to work
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Physical
work place
readiness

The
‘new normal’

Policy updates
to support the
‘new normal’

Addressing
the Operating

Model

Shift
in mindset
and trust

Security
and wellness

protocols

Employer
support

for worker
concerns

Emotional
well-being

Workforce
readiness
evaluation Work

environment,
health and

safety

Mobilization
and support

Sustaining the
‘new normal’

What does the company need to be doing
prior to workers return?

How do you decide which workers should
come back to physical locations, and in
which order? How do you listen to them?

How your new work experience creates safety
and maintains trust and productivity?



How do I get ready to transition our people back to physical work environments?
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To successfully transition, organisations need to think and plan across nine key domains:Plan

Return
to work
‘plan’

domains

Safe return principles
and governance

Workforce
planning

Policies, protocols
and training

Safe ways
of working

Workplace site safety
and occupancy

planning

Workforce
experience

Infection
mitigation

Technology
and data

Change
management,

communications
and consultation

Stand up a centralised
decision-making command
centre and PMO1

Assess risks and define
physical return to
work approach2 Plan return to

workplace for staff3 Communication4Activities



How do I understand which of our people to transition when?
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Profile

1 Month

Future scenario planning and cost optimisation

6 Months 12 Months

How do we optimise moving forward?

What is critical?

Which of our employees would we
prioritise for a physical return?

What is safe, feasible and preferred?

Which of our employees should not physically
return, regardless of what is possible
or critical?

What is possible?

Against the sum of restrictions:

What is the total number of employees
who can be accommodated in physical
locations?

Will require daily/weekly employee input —
preferably automated

Deciding which workers should come back to physical locations, and in which order,
requires careful analysis to effectively manage cost, productivity and profitability



How do I keep our people safe?
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New work experience must create safety and maintain trust and productivityProtect

The physical workplace is safe for return

Safety Trust Productivity

Employees feel safe on return to build trust The operating environment is conducive
to productivity

Co
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Employee consultation

Communication and training

Managing visitors and customers

Employee listening and feedback

Incidents and remediation

Enforcement and monitoring

Evidencing safety

Adaptive and inclusive leadership

Setting behavioural norms

HR policy alignment

Resetting performance expectations

Evaluate compensation levers

Employees up/re-skill

Welfare, physical and mental health
and wellbeing

Employee segmentation

Infection mitigation

Employee segmentation

Workspace configurations and protocols

Transport

Tracking including testing, tracing
and monitoring



How are we supporting our clients?
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Plan

Activities

Protect

Tools

► Workforce experience
and engagement

► Leadership and capabilities

► Capabilities assessment

► Policies and process review
and update

► Diagnose and plan

► Risk assessment
and management

► Access to virtual
agile platform

► Communication and change

► Continuous employee
listening

► Technology and data usage

► Wavespace

► Safe return to work diagnostic

► MillionYou platform

► Absence prediction model

► Plan Playbook/ServiceNow

Profile
► Workforce analytics

and planning

► Real estate analysis and plan

► Scenario and phasing plan

► Employee segmentation

► KPI’s and performance
setting

► Workforce economic modelling tool

► Workforce supply diagnostic

► COVID workforce optimisation model

► ServiceNow

► Workforce Experience Playbook

► Leadership teaming assessment

► ServiceNow



Key takeaway
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Safe return
to work

► Governance
structure

► Management of risk
► Agile
► Responsive

Plan

► Safe
► Critical
► Preferred
► Possible
► Leadership

► Act now
► Transition
► Transform

► Safety
► Trust
► Productivity
► Listening

Deploy

P
ro

fil
e

P
ro

te
ct



Poll question 3
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A

B

C

D

Workforce return scenario modelling

Re-imagining the future of work, post COVID-19

Employee listening, trust and engagement

Defining flexible work from an HR perspective

What topics would you like to hear most about on future webcasts?Q



Q&A and expert contacts
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Senior manager
Mobile: +41 79 447 8458
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Karolina Cardoso
Senior manager
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Isabelle Staiger
Director
Mobile: +41 79 937 1842
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Amy Martinez
Senior consultant
Mobile: +41 79 446 1622
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Partner
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The global EY organization is a leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory

services. We leverage our experience, knowledge and services to help build trust and
confidence in the capital markets and in economies all over the world. We are ideally
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make a difference by building a better working world – for our people, for our clients
and for our communities.
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Ernst & Young Global Limited.

© 2020 Ernst & Young Ltd
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This presentation contains information in summary form and is therefore intended for general guidance only.
Although prepared with utmost care this publication is not intended to be a substitute for detailed research or
professional advice. Therefore, by reading this publication, you agree that no liability for correctness,
completeness and/or currentness will be assumed. It is solely the responsibility of the readers to decide whether
and in what form the information made available is relevant for their purposes. Neither Ernst & Young Ltd nor any
other member of the global EY organization accepts any responsibility. On any specific matter, reference should
be made to the appropriate advisor.
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